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CORRECTIONS TO THE DEUTERIUM HYPERFINE STRUCTUREDUE TO DEUTERON EXCITATIONSI. B. Khriplovih *, A. I. Milstein **Budker Institute of Nulear Physis, Russian Aademy of Sienes630090, Novosibirsk, RussiaNovosibirsk University630000, Novosibirsk, RussiaSubmitted 23 April 2003We onsider orretions to the deuterium hyper�ne struture originating from the two-photon exhange betweenthe eletron and the deuteron, with the deuteron exitations in intermediate states. In partiular, the motionof the two intermediate nuleons as a whole is taken into aount. The problem is solved in the zero-rangeapproximation. The result is in good agreement with the experimental value of the deuterium hyper�ne splitting.PACS: 12.20.-m, 31.30.Jv, 32.10.Fn1. INTRODUCTIONThe hyper�ne splitting in the deuterium groundstate has been measured with high auray. The mostpreise experimental result, obtained with an atomideuterium maser, is given by [1℄�exp = 327 384:352 522 2(17) kHz: (1)On the other hand, theoretial alulation inludinghigher-order pure QED orretions gives�QED = 327 339:27(7) kHz: (2)This value was obtained by using the theoretial resultfor the hydrogen hyper�ne splitting in Ref. [2℄,1 420 451:95(14) kHz;whih does not inlude the proton struture and re-oil radiative orretion, and by further ombining itwith the theoretial ratio of the hyper�ne onstants inhydrogen and deuterium in [3℄,4:339 387 6(8);based on the ratio of the nulear magneti momentsand inluding the redued mass e�et in j (0)j2.*E-mail: khriplovih�inp.nsk.su**E-mail:milstein�inp.nsk.su

It was reognized long ago that the disrepany�exp � �QED = 45 kHz (3)is due to the e�ets aused by the �nite size of thedeuteron. Suh e�ets are obviously muh larger indeuterium than in hydrogen. The orresponding on-tributions to the deuterium hyper�ne splitting were dis-ussed long ago with some intuitive arguments [4℄, andthen in more detail in Refs. [5�7℄.We believe that in the past, the most systematitreatment of suh e�ets, whih are due to the eletron�deuteron interation of the seond order in �, was per-formed in Ref. [8℄. The e�etive Hamiltonian of thehyper�ne interation of the seond order in � = e2=4�was derived therein from the elasti forward satteringamplitude of virtual photons o� the deuteron.In partiular, the low-energy theorem for forwardCompton sattering [9�12℄ was generalized in [8℄ to thease of virtual photons and a target with an arbitraryspin. The orresponding ontribution of the momen-tum transfers k, bounded from above by the inversedeuteron size { = 45:7 MeV, to the relative orretionto the deuterium hyper�ne struture is�del = 3�8� ��d � 2� 3�d� memp ln {me : (4)Here, me and mp are the eletron and proton massesrespetively and �d = 0:857 is the deuteron magneti205



I. B. Khriplovih, A. I. Milstein ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 2, 2004moment. The relative orretions � are de�ned hereand below as the ratios of the orresponding ontribu-tions to the eletron�deuteron sattering amplitude tothe spin-dependent Born term in this amplitude,T0 = � 2��3memp �d (� � s); (5)where s is the deuteron spin.At larger momentum transfers, k > {, the ampli-tude of the Compton sattering on a deuteron is justthe oherent sum of those amplitudes on the free protonand neutron. This orretion is given by�pnin = 3�4� 1�d (�2p � 2�p � 3 + �2n ) memp ln m�{ ; (6)where �p = 2:79 and �n = �1:91 are the proton andneutron magneti moments and m� = 770 MeV is theusual hadroni sale.Strong numerial anellation between �el and �inis worth mentioning.The next orretion to the deuterium hyper�nestruture, obtained in Ref. [8℄, is indued by thedeuteron virtual exitations due to spin urrents only.It is given by�(1)in = 3�8� (�p � �n)2�d memp ln mp{ : (7)There is also a orretion due to a �nite distribu-tion of the deuteron harge and magneti moment1).In the zero-range approximation used in Ref. [8℄, thisorretion is �f = �� me3{ (1 + 2 ln 2): (8)2. LEADING INELASTIC NUCLEARCORRECTION TO THE DEUTERIUMHYPERFINE STRUCTUREThe leading inelasti nulear orretion is of the rel-ative order �me={ (as well as the Zemah orretion(8)). The orresponding e�et alulated in Ref. [8℄ isadditionally enhaned by the large fator�p � �n = 4:7:In the present paper, we onsider two more e�ets ofthe same order �me={. Although both of them areproportional to �p + �n = 0:881) In the ase of hydrogen, this problem was onsidered manyyears ago by Zemah [13℄.

(and are therefore essentially smaller numerially thanthe e�et onsidered in [8℄), we believe that their inves-tigation is worth being onsidered.We use the gauge A0 = 0, where the photon prop-agator is given byDim(!;k) = dim!2 � k2 ;dim = Æim � kikm!2 ; D00 = D0m = 0: (9)The eletron�deuteron nulear-spin-dependent satter-ing amplitude generated by the two-photon exhangeisT = 4��i Z d4k(2�)4 dimdjnk4 i(l̂�k̂+me)jk2�2lk Mmn; (10)where l� = (me; 0; 0; 0) is the eletron momentum. Thestruture i(l̂ � k̂ +me)j redues to �i!�ijl�l, where� is the eletron spin. We alulate the nulear ma-trix elements entering the deuteron Compton ampli-tude Mmn in the zero-range approximation, whih al-lows us to obtain all the results in a losed analytialform.The inelasti 1={ ontribution to the hyper�nestruture is indued by the ombined ation of the on-vetion and spin urrents. Beause the onvetion ur-rent is spin-independent, all the intermediate states aretriplet ones, as is the ground state. Therefore, the spinurrent operatore2mp ik� [�p�p exp(ik � rp) + �n�n exp(ik � rn)℄simpli�es toe2mp i[k� s℄ [�p exp(ik � rp) + �n exp(ik � rn)℄: (11)In the initial state j0i, the deuteron is at rest. But inthe exited state, the system of nuleons moves as awhole with the momentum k, and its wave funtion istherefore given by jni exp(ik � R), where jni refers tothe deuteron internal degrees of freedom and is a fun-tion of r = rp�rn and R = (rp+rn)=2 is the deuteronentre-of-mass oordinate. Thus, a typial matrix ele-ment of the spin urrent an be written ase2mp ik� hnj exp(�ik �R)s[�p exp(ik � rp) ++ �n exp(ik � rn)℄j0i == e2mp ik� hnjs[�p exp(ik � r=2) ++ �n exp(�ik � r=2)℄j0i: (12)206



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 2, 2004 Corretions to the deuterium hyper�ne struture due to : : :A typial matrix element of the onvetion urrenttransforms ase2mp hnj exp(�ik �R)p̂p exp(ik � rp) ++ exp(ik � rp)p̂pj0i == e2mp hnj�p̂+k2� exp(ik � r=2)+ exp(ik � r=2)p̂j0i == emp hnjp̂ exp(ik � r=2)j0i; (13)where p̂ ats on the relative oordinate r.We �rst take the intermediate states jni in theorresponding nulear Compton amplitude to be justplane waves, eigenstates of p̂. We thus take into a-ount all the states with l 6= 0, whih are free in ourzero-range approximation, and in addition the 3S1 wavefuntion in the free form p(r) = sin(pr)pr(the deviation of the 3S1 wave funtion from the freeone is onsidered below). Then, with the zero-range-ap-proximation deuteron wave funtion 0(r) =r {2� exp(�{r)r ; (14)the only matrix element entering the amplitude ish 0 j exp(�ik � r=2)jpi = p8�{(p� k=2)2 + {2 : (15)Thus the amplitude simpli�es toM (2)mn = � e2mp�2 2{!Z dp�2 � �p[(p� k=2)2 + {2℄2++ �n[(p� k=2)2 + {2℄[(p+ k=2)2 + {2℄��� 2pm i �nrskrss � 2pn i �mrskrss!2 � (p2 + k2=4 + {2)2=m2p : (16)Beause the motion of the system as a whole istaken into aount in the intermediate states, this ex-pression di�ers from the orresponding one in our pre-vious paper [8℄ in two respets. First, in [8℄, the op-erator p̂p in (13) was identi�ed with p, and instead of2pm;n we therefore obtained (2p� k=2)m;n in the ana-logue of the present formula (16). At present, the termproportional to �n in (16) is an odd funtion of p, andtherefore vanishes after integration over dp. Seond,the energy di�erene in the denominator has aquired

the ontribution k2=4mp, whih is the kineti energy ofthe proton�neutron system as a whole, and henep2 + {2mphas transformed intop2 + k2=4 + {2mp :We now substitute (16) in (10) and take the integralover ! under the ondition ! � {2=m. For the relativeorretion to the hyper�ne struture, we obtain�(2)in = 2�{�pme�4�dmp ZZ dp dkk4 �� pk[(p� k=2)2 + {2℄2 � mpp2 + k2=4 + {2 � 32k� : (17)The result of integration over p and then over k isgiven by�(2)in = � �p�d me{ � 6�� �p�d memp ln mp{ : (18)The logarithmi ontribution here originates from inte-gration of the term 3=2k in the square brakets in (17)over the range {2=mp � k � {:The result (18) di�ers from the orresponding one in [8℄by a term proportional to �p + �n, whih is relativelysmall numerially. It is only natural that our presentaount of the motion of the proton�neutron system asa whole in the intermediate states results in a orre-tion proportional to �p + �n.We now alulate the orretion�(3)in orrespondingto the e�et of deviation of the intermediate 3S1 wavefuntion 	p(r) from the free one. In the zero-rangeapproximation, 	p(r) is given by	p(r) = sin(pr)pr � 1{ + ip exp(ipr)r == { sin(pr)� p os(pr)pr({ + ip) : (19)This follows, for instane, from the orthogonality todeuteron wave funtion (14). Below, we use the fun-tion�p(r1; r2) = 	p(r1)	�p(r2)�  p(r1) �p(r2) == p os(p(r1 + r2))� { sin(p(r1 + r2))({2 + p2)pr1r2 : (20)207



I. B. Khriplovih, A. I. Milstein ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 2, 2004After integration over !, the expression for �(3)in be-omes�(3)in = 4�(�p + �n)me�3�dmp ZZ dk dp p2 �� ZZ dr1dr2  0(r1) 0(r2) �p(r1; r2) sin(kr1)kr1 �� �sin(kr2)kr2 � (1 + {r2)(kr2)2 � sin(kr2)kr2 � os(kr2)���� � mpp2 + k2=4 + {2 � 32k� : (21)The integral over p is1Z0 dp p2 �p(r1; r2)p2 + k2=4 + {2 = 2�r1r2k2 �� [(Q+ {) exp[�Q(r1 + r2)℄��2{ exp[��(r1 + r2)℄℄ ; (22)where Q =p{2 + k2=4:We now integrate (21) over r1 and r2 and then over k.The �nal result for the disussed orretion is given by�(3)in = �� �p + �n�d me{ 13 (2� 2 ln 2) ++ 3�� �p + �n�d memp ln mp{ : (23)Again, it is only natural that due to ommon seletionrules, the ontribution of the 3S1 intermediate state isproportional to �p + �n. We also note that the �rstterm in (23) is additionally suppressed by the smallnumerial fator 2� 2 ln 23 = 0:20:We �nally return to the e�et due to a �nite distri-bution of the deuteron harge and magneti moment.The Zemah orretion �f in Eq. (8) an also be easilyderived in the present approah. Using the identityh 0 jp̂ exp(ik � r=2)j 0i = k4 h 0j exp(ik � r=2)j 0i;we obtain the orresponding amplitudeMfmn = � e2mp�2 (�p + �n)! �F 2(k)� 1��� km i �nrskrss � kn i �mrskrss!2 � (p2 + k2=4 + {2)2=m2p ; (24)

whereF (k) = h 0 j exp(ik � r=2)j 0i = 4{k artg k4{ (25)is the deuteron form fator in the zero-range approxi-mation. We note that in our approximation, the ele-tri and magneti form fators, whih in the presentase enter the onvetion urrent and spin urrentmatrix elements respetively, oinide and are equalto F (k).Integration over ! leads to the following result forthe relative orretion �f :�f = 8�(�p + �n)me��d 1Z0 dkk2 [F 2(k)� 1℄ == ���p + �n�d me{ 13 (1 + 2 ln 2): (26)There is no logarithmi term in �f beauseF 2(k)� 1 � k2 for k � {:In fat, result (26) agrees with (8) beause �p+�n = �dwithin our auray.The orretions in (18), (23), and (26) ombine intothe ompat result� = �� �n�d me{ � 3�� �p � �n�d memp ln mp{ : (27)We note that the logarithmi part of � oinideswith the orresponding logarithmi term in [8℄ (seeEq. (27) therein). This is quite natural: the logarithmiontribution is dominated by small k, and annot there-fore be in�uened by an extra power of k arising fromthe reoil of the proton�neutron system as a whole.The leading term in (27) oinides with the result inRef. [5℄2). However, we ould not �nd any orrespon-dene between our arguments and those in Ref. [5℄. Inpartiular, it is stated expliitly in Ref. [5℄ that themotion of the intermediate proton�neutron system asa whole is there negleted.3. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTSOur total result for the nulear-struture orre-tions to the deuterium hyper�ne struture, omprisingall the ontributions in Eqs. (4), (6), (7), and (27), is2) We are sorry for misquoting the result of Ref. [5℄ in ourpaper [8℄.208
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